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249,95 €

The Powerbeats Pro will revolutionise your training.
Designed for top athletes, the headphones have no wires
to get in your way. The adjustable earpieces offer a
secure fit and can be adjusted with different ear inserts
for even more comfort - so they'll stay secure no matter
how hard you train. The featherweight headphones
perform and are protected from sweat and water so you
can take your workout to the next level. With up to 9
hours of playback time for each earbud and powerful,
balanced sound, you'll always be motivated by your
music.

Sound for professionals
Beats consulted with real athletes to design wireless headphones that can handle the toughest workouts - and they've
said time and time again that sound is a top priority. Powerbeats Pro deliver powerful, balanced sound, thanks to a
completely redesigned sound package with perfect sound reproduction, maximum clarity and improved dynamic range.
Great sound starts with a perfect fit. That's why ergonomic design was a priority to give you the best possible sound
experience.

Play on both sides or just one
Left, right, both sides - enjoy perfect control over your playback. Both earphones offer full volume and track control, so
you don't need your iPhone or any other device to control your music. Auto play/pause sensors detect if you're wearing
the earphones. So it starts as soon as you're ready. And with voice assistant for a range of compatible devices, you
never have to interrupt your workout.

Power supply. Play.
Hours of training? Marathons? Let's go! Each earphone provides up to 9 hours of music enjoyment. Together with the
charging case, you get more than 24 hours of playback. And if you need a little more, 5 minutes of charging with Fast
Fuel gives you 1.5 hours of playback when the battery is low.1 Plus, the earphones save even more battery: sensors
detect when the earphones are not in use and
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automatically put them to sleep. When you want to use them again, just pop them in your ears and you're good to go.
Now you can just exercise instead of worrying about your batteries.

Just ask Siri.
Talking to your personal assistant is easier than ever. Just say "Hey Siri" when you need help. You don't have to pick
up your iPhone to do it. With the Apple H1 chip, Powerbeats Pro have a faster, more stable wireless connection to your
devices.

Wireless solution that works
The Powerbeats Pro are ready when you are. With Bluetooth Class 1, these wireless headphones offer extended
range and fewer interruptions. So you stay connected, even when you're on the move. Each earbud connects
individually to your device for a better connection and more freedom when listening to music and making calls. An
accelerometer with voice recognition and multiple microphones detect your voice and reduce outside noise. They're
ready to use right out of the box. Just open the case, hold them near your iPhone - they'll also automatically connect to
your Apple Watch, iPad and Mac.

Highlights

    •  True Wireless, high performance headphones
    •  Up to 9 hours of playback time (over 24 hours with the charging case)
    •  Lightweight, adjustable ear hooks for secure fit and stability
    •  Reinforced design for protection from water and sweat, even during tough workouts
    •  Volume and track control in both earphones, voice control, auto play/pause
    •  Powerful, balanced sound with high dynamic range and noise isolation
    •  Activate "Hey Siri" with just your voice and improved connection speed with the new Apple H1 chip
    •  Earphones connect independently via Bluetooth Class 1 for greater range and fewer interruptions
    •  Improved phone calls and call management with both earphones

What’s in the box

    •  Powerbeats Pro True wireless earphones
    •  Charging case
    •  Ear tips with four size options
    •  Lightning to USB-A charging cable
    •  Quick Start Guide
    •  Warranty card

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 0190199096974

Manufacturer number: MV6Y2ZM/A

Product weight: 0.5 kilograms
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